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Operating Northern Pacific Train 425 on the SVOS 
By SVOS Operator Bruce Van Huis with assistance from Bruce Chubb 

(Photos by Bruce and Bruce) 
 The Sunset Valley Oregon System models 10 prototype railroads operating in the Pacific Northwest in 1955. The focus includes the Southern Pacific Railroad operating from Portland Oregon to Dunsmuir California via the Siskiyou Line. The layout fills a 2600 sqft basement with up to 4 decks, including under a 2.5 car garage and under a 3-season porch. A separate deck models the SP’s Coos Bay Branch running from Eugene to Coos Bay OR while another models a branch operating from Grants Pass OR to Crescent City CA. 

 The Spokane Portland and Seattle Railroad is featured running from Spokane WA to Eugene OR. The Northern Pacific, Great Northern and the Union Pacific are modeled as they operate into Portland from Seattle WA and Pocatello ID. The upper staging yard (over your head) represents Dunsmuir and the lower staging yard (at knee level) represents Seattle, Spokane and Pocatello dependent upon which railroad you are operating.  
 Five classification yards are operated with two of them typically using a two-person crew. Currently two dispatchers control traffic with both using 1950 vintage Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) machines. Adding a third dispatcher is in the works employing Timetable & Train Orders (T&TO) methods for handling the dark (not signaled) branch line territories. All other operators handle road jobs moving traffic over the system. Clocks running 2 to 3 times fast are used so that a full 24-hour day can be created within an 8 to 12 hour operating session.  
 As Bruce Chubb points out, the whole system is designed with the goal to achieve the best in 
prototype railroading on a grand scale. Lately Bruce has been hosting approximately three 
operating session per month with each typically 6 to 10 hours duration. Our last was a 2-day 
session held on September 3 and 4 with the Thursday portion running from 11:00am until 
9:30pm followed by Friday 9:30am to 4:30pm. Visitor operators are encouraged to attend. 
These two-day events are designed to be especially attractive for the out-of-towners by 
doubling the ratio of available operating time to travel time. As a result, the SVOS enjoys 
“regular” operators coming from the Detroit and Chicago areas, Indiana including Fort Wayne, 
and central to northern Ohio.  I couldn’t attend the Friday session but I did participate in the 
Thursday session and the best I can count there were approximately 24 operators present. I 
had a great time and from what I observed I think everyone else did too. 
To provide you with a little feel of what the operations involves, I would like to take you with 
me as I operate Northern Pacific Train 425 operating on NP trackage from Seattle WA to 
Portland OR and then continuing on SP trackage from Portland OR to Eugene OR. As Bruce C. 
explains, this move is prototypical because the SP’s Brooklyn yard in Portland had difficulty 
classifying all the needed traffic so it gave rights for the NP to effectively run one direct round 
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trip daily between to Eugene OR where the NP motive power and caboose would lay over for 
the return trip. It makes for an interesting trip running NP equipment on the SP. So, let’s take a 
look at the action.   
The first requirement to operate a train over the road is to sign-up on the Call Board where the 
next train available is NP 425 so I signed up for it.  The typical call time was listed as 2:30am out 
of Seattle. Proceeding to Seattle and looking through the fascia boxes that contain the 
paperwork for each train occupying the yard, I found the packet of cards for NP 425 in the 
pocket for Track 5. The packet contains a Train Definition Card that provides a short synopsis of 
the train’s function, a sub-packet of Engine Cards listing the motive power followed by a 
conventional Car Card with inserted Waybill for every car on the train. Next, I assigned the lead 
engine number to my NCE throttle. Then momentarily advancing  the throttle a hair to make 
sure the consist is “connected”  -- which we commonly refer to as “making a brake test” -- it is 
time to call the Terminal Dispatcher requesting clearance for departing Seattle. 
 

  Photo 1. Here I am calling the Terminal Dispatcher requesting clearance for Train NP 425, headed up by the three Jeeps on Track 5 of 20 tracks, to depart Seattle Yard.  
 Every telephone has a 3-position rotary switch so that each phone can communicate with each of the three dispatchers.  Setting the switch to Terminal Dispatcher, I wait for an open line and then press the push-to-talk button and say “Seattle requesting to clear NP 425 out of Track 5.” The dispatcher replies, “OK NP425 go ahead with the markup.” I reply, “Lead Engine NP 285, followed by 332, followed by 333, Engineer Van Huis, Conductor Bruce, 22 cars including 18 
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loads and 4 empties”. Terminal Dispatcher responds, “NP 425 clearing you out now and proceed per signal”.  

  Photo 2. Terminal Dispatcher, Don Baxter who learned dispatching early spending his summers as a teenager “working” alongside his grandfather dispatching trains on the Pere Marquette between Chicago and Detroit via Grand Rapids. Here Don has just given clearance for NP 425 to depart Seattle Track 5 (note the green repeater signal on Track 5 on the N-X interlocker above the basic GRS machine) and is now lining turnouts and clearing signals for a straight through run from Seattle to the NP yard, called Lake Yard, in Portland.   Once the dwarf signal clears on Track 5, as the engineer on NP 425, I open the throttle and we are on our way. The wayside signals all display green as we pass by a large Hooker Chemical facility and the same when passing alongside the 5-track industrial yard at Bay View and then through the industrial spur turnouts at East and West McLaughlin. Then, continuing to climb a 2.5% grade, we pass over the very colorful Burr Creek Canyon as illustrated in Photo 3.   Upon leaving St. Johns, a passing siding, we dive into a long tunnel, whereupon we emerge at North Portland Junction as illustrated in Photo 4. The junction forms an inverted wye where one leg leads across the Willamette River to the UP’s Albina Yard and the other leg to Lake Yard serving the NP and GN in Portland. Being an NP train we are lined to Lake Yard.  Note the two A-units in the foreground in Photo 4 are awaiting the arrival of Train SP 404, the Produce Special that switches power and caboose at Lake Yard to become NP 404 for its continuing run to Seattle. Additionally, the Train with UP power awaiting our train to clear the main track is a detour movement while maintenance is being performed on the bridge crossing the Willamette. 
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  Photo 3. Train NP 425 traversing the high deck girder bridge crossing Burr Creek Canyon headed up by a triad of Jeeps NP285, 332, and 333 on its way from Seattle to Portland.   

  Photo 4. NP 425 just past a red-over-flashing red signal aspect that dropped to red-over-red once passed. The red-over-flashing red denotes proceed at Restricted Speed as going into dark (un-signaled) territory – the yard.  
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  Photo 5. Here NP 425 is in Lake Yard occupying Track 1, typically used as the arrival track. In the foreground, SVOS operator Keith Ross carrying out the role of Lake Yardmaster has attached the yard switcher, and Alco RS unit, to the rear or our train to switch a block of cars off and on our train. Simultaneously, I am working to set out a head end block.   With our Lake Yard work complete we resume out trip by traversing across Steel Bridge, a two level lift bridge crossings the Willamette River, through the complex East Portland Junction with 3-curved diamonds and through the East Portland Industrial District which is double track SP territory.  A local switcher is working the industrial spurs emanating from the Freight Main so we are routed down the Passenger Main.   Leaving the East Portland Industrial area is the east entrance to SP’s Brooklyn Yard in Portland. Just before entering the yard we are routed from the Passenger Main back over to the Freight Main while receiving another red-over-flashing –red aspect denoting again that we need to proceed at Restricted Speed upon entering un-signaled dark territory – the Yard.   Being an NP train we are not allowed to do any work in SP’s Brooklyn Yard so it’s a straight run-through down Track 9 to the railroad west end of the yard. (Note on the SP all trains headed toward San Francisco, the SP Headquarters, are denoted as Westbound independent of  their geographical direction) .  
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  Photo 6. Here after passing through the East Portland Industrial area we are crossing from the Passenger Main back over to the Freight Main while a UP Passenger Train waits at the double red, an absolute stop indication, for us to clear the Passenger Main.   

  Photo 7. Stu Stewart, the BK Tower Operator with 42 years SV seniority, and operating an Entrance-Exit (N-X) machine has us cleared out the west end of the yard onto the Freight Main while simultaneously clearing SP 9, The Shasta Daylight, out of Harriman Passenger Terminal down the Passenger Main. 
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After clearing Brooklyn Yard we pass through Oregon City with its large paper mill, through the rural community of Canby. After proceeding through Canby we cross the Molalla River ( see Photo 8) located just before passing through the cut at the crest of Hito Hill.  Observing the signal immediately passed the cut, we note a flashing-yellow aspect denoting an approach diverging informing us that we need to approach the next signal prepared to take the diverging route into the passing siding. Most likely the SP CTC dispatcher is setting us up to meet another train in Salem.   

  Photo 8. Train NP 425 crossing the Molalla River and about the pass through the cut at the crest of Hito Hill  Approaching the signal at the east end of Salem we have observe a red-over-yellow , a diverging approach denoting that we are lined for the diverging route, the passing siding, and be prepared to stop at the next signal, i.e. the west end of the siding. Yes, it does looklike the dispatcher is setting us up to meet another train in Salem.   Stopped at the red dwarf signal at the west end of the Salem siding, the wait is brief before an eastbound SP freight headed up by three SD9s approaches and rumbles past on the main track with horn and bell sounding to warn patrons standing on the platform for the Salem Depot. The depot is an exact scratch-built replica of the prototype constructed over a 1-year period by SVOS expert craftsman Don Bergman.  
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  Photo 9. Train NP 425 waits on the Salem Siding as the SP CTC Dispatcher has routed an Eastbound SP freight headed up by a trio of SD9s down the main track to make the meet with westbound NP 425.    Once the Eastbound is clear, the dispatcher lines the switch for the siding and clears the dwarf for us to proceed out of the siding unto the main track. The next town along the route is Jefferson, located in the basement bathroom, a rural community sporting three industries served by two spurs.  Next after Jefferson is Albany the third largest industrial area along the SP’s route through Oregon. This time proceeding through Albany is uneventful, except for the mandatory blowing the horn at grade crossings and the horn in advance of passing the Albany Depot and then the bell sounding continuously as we operate on the main track adjacent to the station platform.   After leaving Albany we traverse through rural agricultural land and then cross over Oak Creek and into the rural community of Harrisburg which is served by both the SP and the SP&S. 
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  Photo 10. Yours truly at the throttle closely observing the wayside signal as our NP425 passes through the town of Harrisburg. 
  Shortly after passing through Harrisburg we cross again the Willamette River, this time via a short girder span, two approach trusses and a long swing span. Once the Willamette is crossed it is a long stretch of tangent track passing through countryside with rich farm land so typical of the Willamette Valley where in the 50s more produce was obtained than from the Salinas Valley in California.   After straight running for some distance, we take a wide sweeping curve as we approach Eugene yard. Eugene Yard is the largest classification yard on the SP in Oregon and at its prime was designed to handle up to 8o trains per day.   Approaching Eugene we observe a red-over-red-over-flashing-red, again denoting proceed at Restricted Speed into un-signaled territory — the yard. Creeping into the yard, see Photo  11, the ground crew working the yard has us lined into Track 1, the typical track reserved for arrivals.  Once we have our total train in Track 1, we uncouple our three NP road units and move them to the Eugene Engine Facility while the west end yard switcher takes care of moving our NP caboose to the caboose track. That completes our run and we mark the “off duty” time on the Call Board and we are off to sign up for another run. 
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  Photo 11. As we have NP 425 creeping at Restricted Speed into Eugene Yard, SP Train 404, an all reefer Produce Special headed up by an AC-12 Cab Forward is just finishing being iced at the Eugene Ice Track and looking for a favorable dwarf signal from the SP dispatcher to proceed out on the single main track once our train is clear. 


